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In his recent book, The Mosaic Theory of Natural Complexity: A Scientific and
Philosophical Approach [2018] the French philosopher/neuroscientist Georges
Chapouthier further develops his Mosaic Theory of biological and cultural systems.
This is a concise and elegant work, combining the sciences and the social sciences in
order to validate Chapouthier’s general claim that biological and cosmic systems are
governed by similar principles – in this case juxtaposition and integration.
Chapouthier has for years been honing his Mosaic Theory to the point that it has been
applied in the current work in various areas such as biological systems and structures,
and cognition and social behaviors in human and non-human animals.
A major theme underlying this book is ‘how can we understand complexity?’
Can it be understood in terms of reductionism which is the current paradigm of
modern science, or through the lens of evolution? This is a perennial question which
many thinkers have attempted to answer. Chapouthier’s contribution no less warrants
serious analysis as other theories of complexity. However, Chapouthier being both
philosopher and scientist elucidates his ideas with sagacity; his insights into
biological, cosmic and mind processes not only bespeak his erudition but pique the
reader’s curiosity throughout the book. I was fascinated by the plethora of examples
which Chapouthier uses throughout his book to masterfully unpack his ideas. This is
not an easy exercise even for someone as skilled as Chapouthier. Being a nonreductionist, Chapouthier develops his understanding by recognizing Darwinian
forces while employing Aristotelian ideas, specifically Aristotle’s four causes (Greek:
αἰτία): (materialis formalis, efficiens, finalis). At the same time, Chapouthier reveals
to the reader the apparent immanent principles of his Mosaic Theory. Due to the
complexity of Chapouthier’s work I will provide a brief critique of each chapter.
In chapter one, Chapouthier provides the theoretical framework of his Mosaic
Theory via the medium of ceramic tiles – tesserae, which are juxtaposed and
integrated in a mosaic which retaining their distinct features. This idea sets up the rest
of the discussion into organ development via intron duplication and mutation which
leads to creation of new genetic structures. His discussion briefly provides examples
of juxtaposition and integration via the inhibitory neurotransmitter (gammaAminobutyric acid) molecular (GABA), volvox, and the morphology of vertebrates
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and invertebrates, social construction in animal societies and the human brain
invertebrates respectively. What Chapouthier wants to impart to the reader is a way
for understanding emergent properties/systems in nature. Complexity arises not only
from the processes of juxtaposition and integration of structures (the foundational
idea of the Mosaic theory), but how basic structures subsume other structures to
create more complex structures, triggering the emergence of new forms and
behaviors as an intricate arabesque combining illimitable patterns to create a coherent
mosaic pattern – a metapattern in the Batesonian sense [Bateson, 1972]. Indeed,
Chapouthier’s thesis resembles Bateson’s ‘ecology of mind’ in that a system’s
components are characterized by symmetry, redundancy and mutuality [Bateson,
2000]. Furthermore, the iterative nature of a system’s components is immanent and
emergent.
I would like to comment here on the Mosaic Theory’s understanding of the
relationship between human brain/mind and the universe. Chapouthier rightly
concludes that the human brain is a product of biological evolution which is an
offshoot of cosmic evolution. Human brain/mind development and maturation
comprises Aristotle’s four causes, as mentioned earlier. Indeed, human cephalization
reflects a somatic blueprint where the brain is located rostrally in human; a design
found in invertebrates and invertebrates. This design originated during the Cambrian
period (circa 550my). The rostral position of the brain in relation to the body of our
Cambrian ancestors was emblematic of increasing complexity in multicellular
organisms, and worked concomitantly with nascent sensory organs. The co-evolution
of brain and sense organs in the primordial oceans would have greatly enhanced body
movement for finding food and predator evasion.
In chapter two, an overview is provided of human cognitive structures and their
social manifestations such as language, music, urban planning, ethics and dialectics.
Chapouthier posits that these social manifestations of the human mind embody
increasing complexity, having originated from less complex forms. What is
important is that increasing complexity has the potential to arrive at a new level of
organisation such as in the case of robotics which is increasing their cognitive
capacities. Here again, Chapouthier makes a case of the ubiquity of juxtaposition and
integration between biological structures and human social fields of action.
Chapouthier’s argument for a mosaic understanding of ethics is particularly
revealing. Borrowing from Vanessa Nurock’s ethical theory [2012], he argues that
ethics incorporates three types of empathic processes: agentive empathy –
(subjectifying what another is experiencing), emotional empathy – (simulating
another individual’s affective states) situational empathy – (understanding the
cognitive state of another individual’s behavior – theory of mind). The integration of
the first two types of empathic processes suffices to produce the foundation of an
ethical imagination, while the integration of all empathic types produces a blueprint
for human civil consciousness. This is rather predictive as it has to be. Being human
is mainly based on imitation and prediction of social others’ behaviors. Knowing the
intention of others enables the smooth flow of human interactions, thereby
maintaining a culture’s modus operandi.
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French thinkers such Claude Levi-Strauss [1962] and Pierre Bourdieu [1977]
wrote extensively on this subject. For Bourdieu, an individual’s body and behaviors
embodies their habitus – a collection of traits and characteristics which exemplifies
their social position and group affiliation. Individuals enact their habitus within social
fields which reaffirms to themselves and others their symbolic/social positioning or
group affiliation within the social arena. What is important is that the habitus is
unconsciously enacted, and to some extent shows influences of Levi-Strauss’s notion
of deep structures within the human mind which unconsciously inform human
cognition and behavior [Laughlin, Jr. and Eugene d’Aquili, 1974]. Both Bourdieu and
Levi-Strauss endorse the notion of universal structures underlying the human mind
which d’Aquili and Laughlin [1979] refer to as the “cognitive imperative” – an
autonomic impetus for discovering and adapting to the life-world. The cognitive
imperative which has been hypothesized as originating from the left frontal lobe and
left orientational areas is geared towards looking for meaning in lifeworld. Chains of
events which threaten a psychological breakdown (i.e. unforeseen chance events,
luck, fate) are re-formulated into one’s reality in order to make sense of otherwise
‘ambiguous’ phenomena [Guthrie, 2000]. Here the brain/mind is not caught in a
cognitive hiatus, but rather musters juxtaposed material from various sensory areas
[d’Aquili and Laughlin, 1979]. Thus, the human mind is orientated towards
mythmaking. Humans are inventive animals. This coincides with Jackson’s
“existential imperative” which demands humans to retrieve personal autonomy and
auctoritas when facing indeterminacy (Jackson, 1998). In both cases, immediate
psychological retrieval is necessary, thereby offsetting psychological malaise.
In chapter three, Chapouthier correctly argues that human culture derives from
nature. Humans are animals, a fact that is still irreconcilable to many human beings.
Indeed, the last two generations of anthropologists such as Jane Goodall [1971],
Franz De Waal [1989, 2006], Robert Sapolsky [2004] and others have carefully
detailed the cultural lives of primates and non-primate species.
Goodall was the first to reveal that chimpanzees of the Gombe fashioned and
used tools. De Waal has posited that non-human animals share empathic behaviors
which in humans have formed the basis of our ethical systems. The coordinated hunts
and behavior patterns of wolves point to them possessing some degree of selfawareness [Bekoff, 2002]. In addition, the behaviors of Bonobo chimps underline a
high degree of emotional intelligence – an imperative element for the theory of mind.
Studies from early ethologists echo what Darwin has been saying all the time – that
is, humans are different only by degree and not by kind; our species shares continuity
with other species. Chapouthier makes a strong case for the afore-mentioned. Indeed,
I am glad that he is familiar with De Waal’s work on chimpanzees where he shows
them possessing proto-morals as seemingly do other species.
This leads to the second major theme of chapter three, which considers culture
as a negentropic phenomenon. The argument here is that culture as an artifact of
nature, resists the second law of thermodynamics – entropy, due to its penchant
towards organisation and orderliness. Human culture is an extension of nature both
in its social structure and its desire to exist. Life by its very being embodies a spirit of
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rebellion against those entropic forces which would impel it towards non-existence.
Humans destroy and then rebuild, houses decay only to be refurbished, knowledge is
lost and then retrieved. Where death and oblivion beckon negentropic forces act as a
salvation. Culture and nature are bound in a Heracleitian tension between entropy
and negentropy – a kaleidoscopic dualism. A universal mosaic is depicted between
seemingly opposing forces which are born from the one, creative, a mysterious and
immanent impulse which in Hinduism refers to as Shakti.
Due to our prolific technology and linguistic abilities humans can amass and
store knowledge beyond the biological confines of the cerebrum, giving us a
semblance of immortality. The global internet, which exemplifies Teilhard’s panhuman nous reflects the juxtaposition and integration of hundreds of millions of
minds occupying cyberspace. In this cyber realm the human imagination is
apparently immune from entropy. The transhumanist Nick Bostrom [2003] has stated
that in the future scientists may be able to upload an individual’s mind atom by atom.
The mind simulation would then be downloaded into a computer before being placed
into a robotic body. Thus, death would be bypassed and immortality achieved. The
mind simulation would have all of the qualities of being transcendent, unalloyed by
the biological limitations of human corporeality. Of course, this idea is festooned
with many problems and dilemmas which are beyond the scope of this review. The
point here is that it is untenable to categorize human culture as being separate from
nature. In the Aristotelian view both are continuity, each represents a different ontic
level as Chapouthier insists that are based on biological principles. Negentropy
counters entropy in biological and cultural processes; thereby enabling these to not
only exist but to thrive.
Chapter four is a discussion of Mosaic theory and Biocosmology which
develops from Aristotle’s idea that the principles of biological life are also immanent
in the cosmos. This idea diverges from Platonic Essentialism and its idea of
fixedness in the universe. The biocosmological model as developed by the
contemporary philosopher Konstantin Khroutski is based on a triune categorical
system. This seemingly goes against science and anthropology which privilege
dichotomies. Khroutski [2010] has explained, for example, that biological systems
follow a triunity such as the autonomic system which consists of sympathetic,
parasympathetic and metasympathetic systems. It is the metasympathetic system
which actually coordinates the other two systems. Certain phenomena which can
trigger the sympathetic system such as sensory deprivation, pain, strenuous and
repetitive body movements (often displayed in religious rites) can spill over into a
parasympathetic system (i.e. trance), allowing the participant to experience a
transcendental state of being. Moreover, the sympathetic system has been referred to
as the ergotrophic system (Greek: ergo = ‘to work’) and the trophotropic system
(Greek: trophos = ‘to nourish’) [Guthrie, 2000; d’Aquilli, 1979]. Both systems
stimulate different cortical and subcortical areas to produce their corresponding
responses. Importantly here is that the pendular movement between these two
systems triggers multiple areas of the brain with increasing arousal and quiescence
[Guthrie, 2000]. From this perspective, the interaction between ergotropic and
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trophotropic systems often leads to a transcendental state of being, referred to as
“unico mystica” [Newberg et al, 2002].
The triune aspect has been given special attention in relation to religious
phenomena by such thinkers as Arnold van Gennep [1960], Victor Turner [1969,
1974] and Barbara Myerhoff [1974]. Turner states that religious symbols enable a
ritual participant to sensuously explore triune cosmic processes of life, death and
regeneration through their corporeal being. Turner proposes that during various
religious and secular rituals follow a tri-partite structure; separation, limen and reaggregation. Although Turner had borrowed this model from van Gennep’s ideas of
the ‘ritual body’, the former focused on the limen phase which he renamed
‘liminality’. During this phase the participant is symbolically maneuvered towards a
temporary and inordinate state, or as Turner states “betwixt and between” social
categories. For Turner, liminality fosters creative and ludic elements in which the
individual can re-formulate new ideas for living in the lifeworld. Liminality modifies
consciousness enhancing an individual’s connectedness with social others, or with the
transcendent other. In this way, liminality correlates with the biological concept of
“provocative operation factor” (POF), also called “de-patterning”. POF are concepts
or insights which are unconventional. Thus, POF challenges the parameters of
cultural dogma and other rigid cultural patterns [Samorini 2000].
Chapouthier’s book concludes with a small but important caveat against the
anthropic principle. Both he and others are critical of anthropocentric ideologies
which have overrated humanity’s importance in the cosmos. What Chapouthier and I
are clearly against is human exceptionalism since it has led to an uncritical belief of
human superiority over all other species. In contrast, the Mosaic Theory reaffirms the
unity of biological and cosmic processes and that humanity is a part of the web of
life.
Overall, Chapouthier’s Mosaic Theory is intellectually stimulating without
being laborious for the reader. The book continues the Aristotelian tradition which
highlights the organicity of life. The Mosaic Theory complements Darwinian
evolution while providing new insights into evolutionary mechanisms. Chapouthier’s
clear language makes his Mosaic Theory accessible to science aficionados and career
scientists alike. I complement his scholarship and life-long legacy to science and
hope for more works of this caliber from him in the future.
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